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Fringe Benefits
Even if Disturbance
Design weren't located
in a subequatorial
African city on the
Indian Ocean, it would
still be out there.
BY SEAN O' TOOLE

FROM A DISTANCE, RICHARD HART, the creative force behind the
Durban, South Africa, design studio Disturbance, has a dan-
gerous look. Perhaps it's the pointy beard, nowadays flecked
with gray, or the penetrating stare, which has been likened to
Charles Manson's. Under certain circumstances, Hart can also
look benevolent. A woman once approached him in a Scot-
tish nightclub, greeting him warmly as, "Jesus, Jesus!" But to
quote a famous Monty Python line: "He's not the messiah, he's
a very naughty boy!" Not evil, mind you, only someone with
a tendency to dawdle off the clearly demarcated path that is
corporate design.

Founded in 1835 as a British colonial outpost on South
Africa's Indian Ocean seaboard, Durban is crucial to Distur-
bance's biography. It has been the studio's home since 1996,
when brother and sister Richard and Susie Hart, picking up
the pieces from a failed surfing magazine, willed their stu-
dio into being with nothing but a 7500 Mac Classic and a
scanner. (Although both Harts were born in Scotland, they
spent their childhood in Zimbabwe and have lived in Dur-
ban since their early teens.) "I don't think we had any idea
when we started that working from Durban would be such a



Album artwork for the band
Superhotjoy-formerly of
Durban, now based in Seattle-
features images shot at the
Durban Natural Science Museum.

handicap," Richard, 40, says. His sister, 38, and the economic
conscience of the business, is more direct: "The money and
the clients are in Johannesburg and, to a lesser extent, Cape
Town," Because of the geographical disadvantage, she says,
the studio has had to demonstrate a lot of extra commitment;
she uses the word "hustle" a lot.

Hustle is very much a part of Durban's post-apartheid
character. Like most of South Africa's large cities, Durban
is a strange cosmopolitan hybrid. Period Art Deco architec-
ture flanks its tourist beachfronts, the hills are filled with a
hodgepodge of suburban terraces, and somewhere in be-
tween sits Warwick Avenue Triangle, a busy transportation
hub and market area, home to flamboyantly decorated com-
muter taxis and traditional Zulu herbalists dispensing murky
bottled tinctures, severed bird wings, dolphin skulls, and the
fruit umvongothi, a remedy for men with small penises.

Not that the visceral character of the Triangle offers much
by way of insight into Disturbance, not explicitly at least. Un-
like many white South African designers attempting to craft

a signature post-apartheid aesthetic, Richard has consciously
avoided mimicking the stylistic elements of Africa's impro-
vised vernacular. "Eschewing a visibly South African design
language was probably a bad career move," he concedes,
pointing out how the vernacular has benefited other white
South African designers like Peet Pienaar and Garth Walker.
But, he adds, "It was the only route I could take with any level
of honesty and integrity. I was born in Scotland; I have no
great fetish for barbershop signs or amateur street typogra-
phy. It would have been a gross affectation."

Instead, Richard's visual references encompass the do-it-
yourself language of designer Art Chantry, Barry McGee's
pop-graphic street art, Hungarian painter Rita Ackermann's
expressionist output, and the satirical paintings of clothing
entrepreneur Reg Mombassa, whose work Richard first en-
countered on a sabbatical in Australia in the early 1990s. The
Disturbance aesthetic represents a quirky distillation and re-
tooling of these diverse influences. While undeniably chaotic,
the studio's bricolage style, which encompasses everything
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The Durban International
Film Festival, for which
Disturbance has designed
posters since 2002, is one of
the only local clients that
gives the studio the freedom
to express its wild side.

The studio plans to design
more furniture in the
coming years, like this
recent bookshelf.

from hand-drawn lettering to skillful Photoshop fakery, is
underpinned by "a kind of slacker finesse," to borrow a genre
description from New York Times art critic Holland Cotter.

This oddball virtuosity has endeared them to some equally
brave clients, like a local fiction publisher and organizer of
Durban's annual indie-film showcase. But the soul of the stu-
dio can be seen in its lunatic in-house jobs—the "naughty
boy" stuff. Sheet is a good example. Launched in 1998, the
short-lived publication was delivered to readers as a folded
Al-booklet featuring a two-color poster on one side and 12
panels of words and images on the reverse. Equally transitory
was the studio's detour six years ago into the hospitality
trade: Home, a live music venue and restaurant conceptual-
ized and built by Disturbance, failed to impress food critics,
prompting the Harts to sell their stake. Attempting to explain
why the studio repeatedly puts its profits into loss-making
activities, Richard says: "It's a product of the frustration of
working in a town where you're not getting those great briefs,
so you make them up for yourself."

After the Home debacle, Disturbance took a more re-
strained approach to self-funded projects (excluding These
Are a Few of Our Favourite Things, a lavishly executed book
chronicling the studio's first 10 years, which I helped author).
While Richard channels some of his creative overflow into
personal pursuits like painting—he plans to show a series
of pop-surreal canvases for the first time at a gallery in Cape
Town next year—the studio is hard at work crafting the visual
packaging of Varsity College, a national chain of privately
owned colleges that is the studio's anchor client. "I have a
bit of a problem with the myth of the designer as rock star,"
he says, momentarily reconciling his wild side with the
realities of running a business. "Fucking hell, we design logos
and brochures."

Sean OToole is a Johannesburg-based journalist and editor of the

magazine Art South Africa. Richard Hart was one of the few people

who read his award-winning collection of short stories.
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